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at 515 nm and a counterpropagating dye laser beam at 585 nm. OCR Output

stored at § = 0,064, the resonances are obtained with a parallel aligned A·r"`-laser beam

and 35`1(F = —> 3P2(F = transitions, corresponding to 549 mn at rest For ions

In this experiment helium like 7Li+ ions are excited in both 35'1(F = —> 3P2(F =

the relation 1/, - up = ug which holds strictly in special theory of relativity

very sensitive test of the factor 7 = Any possible deviation of 1 will unbalance

determined relative to 12 resonances. The accurate knowledge of vo, ua, up allows a127

the corresponding Doppler shifted frequencies uu = u¤·y(1 — ,6) and Vp = u¤*y(1 + ,6) are

clocks with an optical resonance frequency uq. For parallel and antiparallel excitation

[1]. This experiment uses 7Li+ ions stored at high velocity (,8 = 1;- = 0, 064 ) as moving

a test of special theory of relativity, which is carried out at the Heidelberg test storage ring

Laser spectroscopy at heavy ion storage rings gives rise to new precision experiments like

1 Introduction

precision of the reported interferometric wavelength comparison.
ing special relativity at the test storage ring (TSR) in Heidelberg is based on the
with the wavelength standards of the PTB. The evaluation of an experiment for test
line. This dye laser serves as a transportable frequency standard which is compared
mercial linear dye laser has been modified and stabilized to the corresponding iodine
with an overall relative standard uncertainty of 1, 3 · 10"1°. For this purpose a. com
of the R.(85)26-0 transition in the B-X system of molecular 1"I2 have been determined

The transition frequencies of the i-component of the R(99)15-1 and the w-component
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filtered at the modulation frequency, synchronously detected with a lock·in amplifier, inOCR Output

that only the contribution of saturated absorption remained. This difference signal was

the difference signal between the probe beam and the reference beam was observed, so

point temperature of (6 :}:0, 3)° C. To suppress the Doppler broadened absorption profile,

lapped at an angle of 8 mrad inside the iodine cell. The 12 cell was operated at a cold
127

(1 = 1%,01/, = 0,8mm) and a probe beam (1 = 88%,01/, = 0,8mm) were over

up, mounted on a small iron base in an acoustically damed housing. A pump beam

the laser beam was sent through a single mode fiber to a saturation spectroscopy set

In order to stabilize the laser frequency to a Doppler free absorption line , a part of

voltage was adjusted to a modulation amplitude corresponding to 2,5 MHz.

ulation voltage to the amplifier signal driving the piezo mounted mirror (tweeter). The

means of saturated absorption. The laser was frequency modulated by adding the mod

A separate servo loop was used for the long term stabilization of the reference cavity by

Neon laser showed a FWHM of 1,6 MHz for integration times below 10 msec.

the commercial servo loop to its reference cavity. A beat signal with a stabilized Helium

drift and mechanical vibrations. With these improvements the laser was stabilized via

resonator was reinforced with two lateral invar rods reducing considerably the thermal

inserted into the dye circulation for a bubble free, low jitter operation. Moreover, the laser

pressure pump, a temperature stabilized cooler at 8° C and a sapphire jet nozzle were

at 515 nm. The short term stability was improved by the following modifications: a high

damine 6G at 585 nm and Rhodamine 110 at 549 nm, pumped with a 1,4 W Ar'*`-laser

A Coherent 599/21 linear dye laser was used, running on Rhodamine B at 633 nm, Rho

2.1 The 12712-stabilized dye laser

2 Experiment

the i-component of the R(127) 11-5 transition in 12712 at 633 nm have been measured.

in Braunschweig [6] the wavelength ratios relative to a Helium Neon laser stabilized to

modified for stabilization on 12. By means of the Michelson interferometer at the PTB
127

[5]. In order to determine these frequencies accurately, a transportable dye laser was

resonances are used to calibrate the dye laser’s frequency at 585 nm and at 549 nm

frequency standard [4], and its wavelength is known with very low uncertainty. 12712

The A·r+ laser is stabilized to the P(13)43-0 transition in12712 which is a recommended



stabilize the reference cavity RC of the laser. OCR Output
is obtained by dithering the tweeter mirror. The differential saturation signal is used to
operating at 36 kHz for R110 and 44 kHz for RGG. The frequency modulation of the laser
difference signal of the reference beam and the saturated beam is fed to a lock~in amplifier
to the interferometer and the other to a symmetrical saturation spectroscopy set up. The
microscope (x10) objectives MO and polarization preserving single mode fibers SMF, one
distributed after the optical diode OD via a beamsplitter BS and input couplers using
used (COHERENT 599/21 with RGG or alternatively with R.110).The dye laser beam is
Figure 1: Set up for saturation spectroscopy with 12. A modified linear dye laser is127
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standard uncertainty of the laser’s frequency of % < l · lO' 1°OCR Output

3 gave no detectable effect. The total uncertainty from table 1 corresponds to a relative

ruled out. An exchange of the Iodine absorption cell and power variations by a factor of

43 kHz. Possible electronic offsets have been studied and drifts larger than 7,5 kHz can be

Doppler background was estimated from the observed spectra to contribute by less than

with the PTB lasers, and the estimated uncertainty component is 30 kHz. A residual

to an asymmetric lineshape. This effect has been studied by comparison of the dye laser

detuning of the frequency filter at the input channel of the lock-in amplifier, which leads

in table 1. The main contributions are a residual Doppler background, and a possible

The uncertainty contributions for the stabilized dye laser at both wavelengths are listed

showed a Gaussian distribution with 0 = 1 · 1O' 1°

essary (36 kHz at 548 nm and 44 kHz at 584 nm). The 1 sec average of the beat frequency

resonances for the tweeter mirror, which made a change of the modulation frequency nec

and R1l0 operation with different mirror sets. The mirror sets showed different piezo

He·Ne lasers at 633 nm at the Universitat Mainz and at 543 nm at the PTB for the RGG

The stabilized laser system as shown in figure 1 has been compared with I2 stabilized1"

tegrated and used for long term stabilization of the reference cavity.

concerning the external saturation spectroscopy are marked with l and taken from
ning at 549 nm or alternatively at 585 nm. Estimations not given in the text and only
Table l: Contributions to the total uncertainty of the Iodine stabilized dye laser, run

54Total

Recoil effect and second order Doppler shift

Iodine cell impurities

Power shifts

(At T=6° C)
Changes of the Iodine pressure

7, 5Electronic offsets

30Detuning of input filter

43Residual Doppler background

kHz

10 uncertainty contribution



transition of 127.72 was used as the second reference laser. It was operated with an external OCR Output

An Ar+ laser stabilized by saturated absorption to the ag, component of the P(13)43—O

comparison with another Iz- stabilized He-Ne laser before and after the measurements.127

the i component of the R(127)11-5 transition of 1"I2 and its frequency was checked by

an internal cell and the third harmonic locking technique. The laser was stabilized to

point temperature of the iodine cell and (6 :}: 0,5) MHz peak to peak modulation, using

conditions [11], partially with slightly increased uncertainties, i.e. (15 :l: O,3)°C cold

The 12-stabilized He-Ne reference laser at 633 nm was operated at the recommended127

given in

details of the experimental conditions of the interferometric wavelength comparison are

evaluated from the measured fractional orders for the three known wavelengths. More

was locked to a third I;-stabilized reference laser at 612 nm. The displacement was
IN

auxiliary measurement improving the accuracy, for which the Michelson interferometer

displacement. This value was obtained from readings of a counting interferometer and an

offset lasers. The integer interference orders were derived from the value of the mirror’s

determined by beat frequency measurements between these lasers and the corresponding

The fractional interference orders for the light of the 12-stabilized reference lasers were127

path difference of the interferometer using interference minima of their own radiation.

of interference orders. The wavelengths of both offset lasers were locked to the stabilized

light, so that the mirror’s displacement of about 3,8 m corresponded to an integer number

positions of the movable mirror was locked to the interference minima of the dye laser’s

ferometer. For the measurements, the path difference of the interferometer in both final

beams. Only the central part of the expanded beam was transmitted through the inter

ter. At the fiber end a parabolic mirror of 1 in focal length was used for collimating the

515 nm were focussed into a single mode fiber for coupling the light to the interferome

nm and 515 nm . The light beams of the dye laser and two offset lasers at 633 nm and

length comparison which was carried out simultaneously with two reference lasers at 633

diagram the whole experimental arrangement including all lasers necessary for the wave

Michelson interferometer via a single mode fiber. Figure 2 shows in a simplified block

For the wavelength determination a part of the dye laser’s light was transmitted to the

2.2 Reference lasers and Michelson interferometer



Figure 2: Scheme of the wavelength comparison. For details see text. OCR Output
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to 2 - 10‘u. OCR Output

ducibility of the Ar"' reference laser under the conditions of the experiment is estimated

the frequency of the He-Ne reference laser used for the experiment is 3 · l0'. The repro
u

length comparison amounts to 5 · 10*. The estimated relative standard uncertainty of1

The estimated relative uncertainty originating from the interferometric part of the wave

signals.

improved by means of a reference cavity, the length of which was controlled by the iodine

(W = 2mm) inside the iodine cell. was 1,8 mW. The short term stability of the laser was

the 3f-lock was adjusted to (1, 5 :1: 0, 3) MHz peak to peak. The power of the laser beam

iodine cell having a cold-point temperature of (-5 :1: O, 3)°C. The modulation width for

amplitude. The cold point temperature of the Iodine cell was kept at (6 :1: O, 3)° C.
lines. The q,p lines could not be resolved, because the spacing is below the modulation
reference line. The triangles indicate the calculated positions of the hyperfine structure

3`1The transition BlI$,, -> X2]; R(99)15 - 1 is shown, and the i-component is used as
first harmonic difference signal with a frequency modulated laser as described in the text.
Figure 3: Saturation signals in I; recorded at 584 nm by synchronous detection of theIN
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pared with the separation of its transmission maxima. Due to non linearities in the scan OCR Output

was stabilized to the (13 component of 12712 at 515 nm, and the HFS splitting was com

interferometer, operated at TEM00 mode (FSR = 606,8(1,9) MHz). This interferometer

The splitting has been measured by calibrating the free spectral range of a Fabry Perot

the triangles.

The calculated hyperfine structure splitting is shown in figures 3 and 4 by the position of

reau International des Poids et Mesures [9] with the extrapolation formulas given by [10].

whereas the hyperfine structure splitting has been calculated with a program of the Bu

The coarse structure of the recorded spectra has been identified with the iodine atlas [8],

transition in ];.127

X12; R(99)15 - 1 transition, and at 549 nm to the w-component of the R(85)26 — 0

At 585 nm wavelength, the dye laser was stabilized to the i-component of the B3H“5u -—>

3 Results and discussion

q,p lines is not resolved. The experimental procedure is identical to figure 3.
nm. The w-component is used as reference line. The hyperfine structure splitting of the
Figure 4: Saturation signals in 12 of the transition Bsllgu —> X12: R(85)26 — 0 at 549127
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termination of the 7Li+ velocity at the TSR for a laser and electron cooled beam to OCR Output

observed. The accurate knowledge of the 127Ig reference frequencies allows a precise de

tion in storage ring experiments, where the large Doppler shift of optical transitions are

The interferometric wavelength comparison has become the basis for frequency calibra

reported in [1] will be decreased from 3 - 10'° to 3 · 10'

In combination with the measurements in progress at the TSR the relative uncertainty

rest can be determined relative to the R(85)26-0 12 line with the same accuracy.127

of this reduce uncertainty can be. taken, provided that the 7Li+ transition frequencies at

relativity is thus reduced by 3 orders of magnitude. In future experiments full advantage

The uncertainty for the frequency standards in the test experiment of special theory of

laser has been redeterminated.

between the 12712 stabilized Helium Neon laser at 633 nm and the 12712 stabilized Ar+

to those of the recommended frequency standards [11]. Moreover, the wavelength ratio

surements two new reference lines of iodine are available with uncertainties comparable

The present results show a total relative uncertainty of ~ 1, 3 · 1O". With these mea
1°

All uncertainties given above correspond to one relative standard uncertainty (10).

• l/585 = (5].266762277T :l: 67) kHz

• 1/549 = (546462926790 zl; 71) kHz

calculated to

VG33 = (4736122l4705 :I: 14) kHz [11] the frequencies of the 12712- stabilized dye laser are

the lasers involved. With the recommended frequency value for the He—Ne reference laser

The total uncertainty is given by the contributions of the interferometric comparison and

. gg; = 0,81208120ssz :1; 7-10* 1

; 0, 92381924206 :1:13-10* 1

= 0, s000s0s1714 $13 · 10'
11

are included in the following values:

the wavelength ratios. Wavelength dependent corrections for the diffraction ($ 2 · 1041)

The interference orders measured with the Michelson Interferometer are used to calculate

one free spectral range.

operation of the laser the uncertainty of the measured splitting is below 2.6 MHz within





dation 3 OCR Output

OCR Output[ll] Comité International des Poids et Mesurcs (CIPM), 81° session, 1992, Recommen




